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 by Booking.com 

Four Seasons Hotel Tokyo at

Marunouchi 

"Boutique-Style Luxury"

Directly accessible from JR Tokyo Station, Four Seasons Hotel Tokyo at

Marunouchi offers a quiet luxurious accommodation in the heart of the

bustling city. This hotel was selected as one of Top 25 Hotels in Japan by

TripAdvisor's Travelers' Choice Award 2014, and provides spacious rooms,

complimentary use of hot-spring baths and sauna in a spa, and a 24-hour

fitness studio. Free WiFi and pick-up service from the station is available.

The Four Seasons is a 5-minute walk from the Imperial Palace, and a

10-minute walk from downtown area Ginza. It is a 20-minute train ride

away from Shibuya, Harajuku or historical Asakusa. Popular Tsukiji Fish

Market and Akihabara are both within a 10-minute drive from the hotel.

Stylish designer rooms at Marunouchi Four Seasons are decorated with

chic furnishings to create a relaxing ambience. They are fitted with

modern facilities like a 3D blu-ray built-in flat-screen TV, an accompanying

surround-sound system and Bluetooth. The en suite bathroom includes a

shower booth and a large bath tub. Guests can enjoy rejuvenating

massages at the spa, and children can play free video games in the room.

The hotel offers 24-hour concierge service and free-use bicycles. Pets can

be accommodated with advance reservation. Opened in April 2015, the

Motif Restaurant & Bar offers refined French cuisine with a "farm to table"

concept, from early morning till midnight. Room service is available 24

hours a day.

 +81 3 5222 7222  www.fourseasons.com/tokyo/  1-11-1 Pacific Century Place,

Marunouchi, Tokio

 by Porto Bay Trade   

Mandarin Oriental 

"Dramatic Skyline Views"

A vision of high-shine glass, Mandarin Oriental offers a stunning view of

Tokyo from virtually everywhere. Located in the financial center, Mandarin

offers an advantage to any visitor who wishes to travel or do business.

The regular walls in rooms have been replaced by glass and give a

futuristic feel to the decor. High above the Tokyo streets, the spa is

designed to give a feeling of supreme luxury. Restaurants, tea shops, bars

and gourmet shops boast of good food and great Asian cuisine. Mandarin

Oriental believes that it is serious business when it comes to the business

of relaxation.

 +81 3 3270 8800  www.mandarinoriental.co

m/tokyo/

 motyo-

reservations@mohg.com

 2-1-1 Nihonbashi Muromachi,

Tokio

 by Kakidai   

Science Museum 

"Wunderbare Welt der Wissenschaft"

Schulkinder lieben die interaktiven Ausstellungsgegenstände in diesem

1964 eröffneten Museum, das Informationen über die Entwicklungen in

Wissenschaft und Technologie bietet. Vor kurzem wurden im fünften

Stockwerk in einer tollen Sammlung mit dem Motto 'Wald der Freude'

sieben Ausstellungsstücke mit den Titeln 'Universum', 'Mechanik', 'Arbeit',

'Zugang', 'Illusionen', 'Optik' und 'Orientierung' hinzugefügt.Eintritt: JPY

600 (EUR 5,40)

http://www.booking.com/hotel/jp/four-seasons-tokyo-at-marunouchi.html
https://cityseeker.com/de/tokyo/658176-four-seasons-hotel-tokyo-at-marunouchi
https://cityseeker.com/de/tokyo/658176-four-seasons-hotel-tokyo-at-marunouchi
http://www.flickr.com/photos/portobaytrade/4625455538/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/2.0
https://cityseeker.com/de/tokyo/355438-mandarin-oriental
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Science_Museum,Tokyo.JPG
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0
https://cityseeker.com/de/tokyo/79533-science-museum


 +81 3 3212 8544  www.jsf.or.jp/  2-1 Kitanomaru-koen, Tokio

 by _Alicja_   

Tokyo Anime Center 

"Current Anime Exhibition"

In the place famous for anime, the Tokyo Anime Center exhibits rare

materials of current Japanese anime. In these exhibitions, you can see

original illustrations, production materials, and promotional movies. The

center also organizes events where voice actors and illustrators are

invited for interviews. There is also a shop, where you can get exclusive

items, such as T-shirts, posters, and more. If you are interested in current

Japanese anime, this place is worth visiting. Please note that exhibitions

are changed regularly.

 +81 3 5298 1188  animecenter.jp/  4-14-1 Sotokanda, Akihabara UDX

parking, Tokio

 by LuxTonnerre   

Tokyo Dome City 

"Complete Entertainment Package"

Tokyo Dome City is like a dream come true for any tourist. A day is too

short to conquer the sprawling place teeming with enthusiastic locals and

tourists alike. Complete with an expansive stadium and an amusement

park containing rides like Thunder Dolphin and Wonder Drop, the kids can

have a great time while the parents relax and pamper themselves at the

spa. If shopping is on your mind, make sure that you visit the extensive

mall with its numerous shops. Any one of the multiple restaurants will be

the perfect place to unwind and round off an eventful day.

 +81 3 5800 9999  www.tokyo-dome.co.jp/en/tourists/  1-3-61 Koraku, Bunkyo City, Tokio

 by Toshihiro Oimatsu   

Gas Science Center 

"Tolle Exkursion für Schüler"

Obwohl die ersten Gaslaternen Japans in Yokohama im Jahre 1872

angezündet wurden, errichtete Tokyo Gas dieses Zentrum 1986 zum

100jährigen Jubiläum. Die Besucher erfahren alles über die Pläne zur

zukünftigen Nutzung von Gas und können sich über die heute zur

Gasproduktion und -leitung verwendeten Technologien informieren.

Themen wie die Welt des Methan, die Verflüssigung und der Transport

von Naturgas, fossile Brennstoffe und die Umwelt sowie die

Gasproduktion in der Stadt sind Inhalt vieler Schulexkursionen. Eintritt:

Frei (Anmeldung ratsam)

 +81 3 3534 1111  www.gas-kagakukan.com  6-1-1 Toyosu, Tokio

 by Kakidai   

National Museum of Nature and

Science 

"Peeping Into Natural History of Japan"

This huge, two-building general science museum was established in 1877

and covers a wide variety of scientific knowledge including the evolution

of living things, the Earth's formative history, nature, and astronomy. The

giant dinosaur fossil, a moon rock and the stuffed body of Hachiko, the

famous loyal Akita dog are some of the unmissable exhibits here.

Taxidermy specimens, steam engines and the life of Japanese people are

also some of the intriguing permanent exhibitions. If you cannot read

Japanese, it is better to bring along a Japanese friend who can translate

things for you.

 +81 3 3822 0111  www.kahaku.go.jp/  sts@kahaku.go.jp  7-20 Uenokoen, Tokio

https://pixabay.com/photos/balls-wooden-colorful-count-4014135/
https://pixabay.com/service/license/
https://cityseeker.com/de/tokyo/813052-tokyo-anime-center
https://www.flickr.com/photos/luxtonnerre/2469106529/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
https://cityseeker.com/de/tokyo/323866-tokyo-dome-city
http://flickr.com/photos/oimax/254064978
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
https://cityseeker.com/de/tokyo/79083-gas-science-center
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:2018_National_Museum_of_Nature_and_Science,_Tokyo.jpg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0
https://cityseeker.com/de/tokyo/30759-national-museum-of-nature-and-science
https://cityseeker.com/de/tokyo/30759-national-museum-of-nature-and-science


 by pelican   

Ueno Zoo 

"Einer der ältesten Zoos Japans"

Der über 100 Jahre alte Zoologische Garten Ueno beherbergt eine

Vielzahl exotischer Vögel, sibirische Tigerbabys, Affen, Gorillas,

Riesenpandas, Giraffen und andere Tiere aus der ganzen Welt. Eine

Einschienenbahn verbindet die beiden getrennten Bereiche innerhalb des

Zoos, und am südlichen Ende gibt es auch einen Kinderstreichelzoo. Ein

pagodenähnliches Bauwerk an einem Ende des Parks fügt dem Ganzen

eine japanische Note, denn das Bauwerk wurde im 17. Jahrhundert

errichtet. Der Zoologische Garten Ueno verbindet Geschichte und Tierwelt

und ist eine besonders lohnende Erfahrung für Kinder.

 +81 3 3828 5171  www.tokyo-

zoo.net/sp/english/ueno/

 9-83 Off Dobutsuen Street, Ueno Park,

Tokio

 by Roller Coaster Philosophy 

Asakusa Hanayashiki 

"Nostalgic Rides & Unlimited Fun"

Asakusa Hanayashiki is the oldest amusement park in Japan. If you wish

to spend a nice day with your kids by enjoying nostalgic rides and

spectacular shows, then this place is for you. This park has a roller coaster

which was made way back in 1953, but is very popular even today. The

high tech shows will definitely leave you astonished, so plan your visit

now! Other than the attractions, there are plenty of intriguing shops and

restaurants serving delicious food. Opening hours might be changed by

season and weather, so go prepared by inquiring ahead.

 +81 3 3842 8780  www.hanayashiki.net/  2-28-1 Asakusa, Tokio

 by keith ellwood   

Tokyo Toy Museum 

"Amusing Museum for Children"

Since this museum was built, the Tokyo Toy Museum has been loved by

all generations. It displays about fifteen thousand works, such as toys

from around the world and traditional toys from right here in Japan.

Visitors can play with most toys in the museum; it will surely be a good

time spent with your family. If you wish to learn more, please check the

website.

 +81 3 5367 9601  www.goodtoy.org/ttm/  yotsuya@art-play.or.jp  4-20 Yotsuya, Tokio

 by Shadowgate   

Tokyo Trick Art Museum 

"Trickster Paintings"

Located on the 4th floor of DECKS Tokyo Beach, the Tokyo Trick Art

Museum lures you in with funky displays and entrancing 3D artworks.

There are many interesting paintings. These paintings will trick your sense

of sight; it seems like you are climbing into them. Taking pictures is a

good way to share that feeling with your friends and family. This museum

also has a goods store, where you can buy many strange and funny items.

 +81 3 3599 5191  www.trickart.info/english/i

ndex.html

 infomail@trickart.info  1-6-1 Daiba, Minato City,

Decks Tokyo Beach 4th Floor,

Tokio
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 by axonite   

Sony Explora Science 

"Exciting Science Center"

Sony Explora Science is an enjoyable museum for every generation. Here

you can learn about the science and technology applying to video games,

music, and movies. In workshops, children can deepen their

understanding of science and technology by creating and dismantling

gadgets. This museum has many educational attractions connecting with

light, sound, and entertainment for a really nominal price.

 +81 3 5531 2186  www.sonyexplorascience.jp/english

/index.html

 1-7-1 Daiba, 5th Floor, Aqua City Odaiba

East, Tokio

 by Daria-Yakovleva   

Candy Showtime 

"For Those with a Sweet Tooth"

This small candy shop, conveniently close to Kiddyland on Cat Street, sells

handmade candies and showcases the production process. A counter

along one wall with a glass partition has space for the three or four people

who knead and roll the sweet, colorful, sticky confections. When the

candies are shaped and set, they are sold in small bags or glass bottles in

the shop.

 +81 3 6418 8222  candy-showtime.com/cat-street/  6-7-9 Jingu-mae, (Harajuku Cat Street),

Tokio

 by Ian Muttoo   

Mega Web 

"Toyota Showroom and Giant Ferris Wheel"

Located in Odaiba, on a huge reclaimed area of land in Tokyo Bay

developed during the 1980's bubble economy era, the MegaWeb not only

has showcase areas for Toyota's latest models and a small car museum, it

also boasts one of the largest Ferris Wheels in the world. Peek into the

future at Future World. The area is very popular among the trendy youth

so expect crowds and queues on weekends.

 +81 3 3599 0808  www.megaweb.gr.jp/about/english.

html

 1-3-12 Aomi, Koto City, Tokio

 by ulleo   

Gundam Base Tokyo 

"Immerse Yourself in the Gundam World"

Located on the seventh floor of the Diver City Tokyo Plaza, the Gundam

Base Tokyo is where you can enjoy the Gundam (popular Japanese robot

animation) world thorough many attractions, toys and exhibits. Avid fans

of the popular franchise can attend workshops where they can work on

creating their own Gunpla (model kits pertaining to the mobile suits) or

they can traipse through the section which displays an array of Gunpla,

the oldest one dating back to 1980. At the goods store, you can shop for

exclusive goods.

 +81 3 6426 0780  www.gundam-base.net/  1-10 Aomi, Koto City, Diver City Tokyo

Plaza 7F, Tokio

https://pixabay.com/photos/board-computer-circuit-background-2437882/
https://pixabay.com/service/license/
https://cityseeker.com/de/tokyo/813043-sony-explora-science
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 by fietzfotos   

Diver City Tokyo Plaza 

"All Day Shopping"

Located in Daiba and fronted by a life-sized model of a Gundam, the seven-

floor Diver City Tokyo Plaza has all the leading fashion brands, such as

Old Navy, Uniqlo, Lacoste, Adidas and Diesel. On the ground floor, there is

a food court, and the sixth floor has more formal restaurants serving a

variety of world foods. First-time visitors to Japan can take a peek in the

maid café for a unique experience, or make reservations to explore

Gundam Front Tokyo, a shop/exhibit dedicated to the Japanese animated

TV series. More run-of-the-mill entertainment options include tennis and

bowling. There is an exchange bureau, and duty free shopping is available

at some stores. The restaurants stay open later than the boutiques.

 +81 3 6380 7800  mitsui-shopping-park.com/divercity-

tokyo/

 1-1-10 Aomi, Tokio

 by dalbera   

PUK Puppet Theater 

"Great Place for Children"

There can be no better place in Tokyo for children of all ages and adults,

too, than PUK Puppet Theater. With seating for 106, this exquisite little

theater stages puppet dramas daily at 10:30a and 2p and the show

changes every week. There is also a small gallery that exhibits pictures of

puppets through the ages as well as some of the dolls. Puppets and other

puppet theater accessories are on sale at a small shop that is open during

each performance.

 +81 3 3370 3371  www.puk.jp/  puppet@puk.jp  2-12-3 Yoyogi, Tokio

 by Jason Ruck   

Miraikan (National Museum of

Emerging Science and Innovation) 

"Fascinating World of Science"

The principles of Miraikan are as follows: disseminating science, fostering

a new generation of scientists, and creating connections. Here you can

experience the wonderful world of science in all its glory. Come and

explore the observation of DNA and chromosomes, the simulation of

creating a space explorer, and 3D technology exhibits. There is also a

science shop selling unique stuff, such as euglena (cell shape) cookies,

and a DNA extraction kit. The museum was graced by former US

President Barack Obama in the year 2014. The must-see attractions is the

Geo-Cosmos, a high resolution globe which showcases real-time

information on temperature, vegetation and oceanic changes.

 +81 3 3570 9151  www.miraikan.jst.go.jp/en/  2-3-6 Aomi, Tokio

 by Ed Bierman   

Sunshine Aquarium 

"Fantastic Rooftop Aquarium"

Sunshine Aquarium is located in Sunshine City, which is near Ikebukuro

station. You can see sea lions swimming in the outdoor water tank. There

are three types of performances almost everyday: sea lion performances,

diver's underwater performances, and feeding performances for a number

of different animals. After seeing the aquarium, you can take a break at

the cafe. Around this aquarium, there are many shops, restaurants, and

attractions, such as a big amusement arcade and a planetarium, so you

can spend a whole day having fun.

 +81 3 3989 3466  sunshinecity.jp/en/aquarium/  3-1-1 Higashi-Ikebukuro, Toshima City,

Tokio
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 by cocoparisienne   

Citizen Plaza 

"All Season Ice Skating"

Citizen Plaza has an international standard ice skating rink where you can

enjoy ice skating year-round. They also offer ice skating lessons for

skaters of all abilities, from beginners to advanced. Citizen Plaza not only

has an ice skating rink, but also tennis courts, a bowling alley, and an

indoor driving range. You are bound to have a good time with your friends

and family. For lots of fun activities, check out Citizen Plaza.

 +81 3 3363 2211  www.citizen-plaza.co.jp/index.html  4-29-27 Takadanobaba, Tokio

 by Naoto Takai   

Tokyo Sea Life Park 

"A Must Sea"

This glass domed aquarium is home to a vast and colorful marine life.

Apart from fish you can also see penguins and other sea birds. Filled with

2,200 tons (1,995,806 kilograms) of water, the aquarium houses creatures

like the Bulhead Notothen from the Polar Regions and Leafy Sea Dragon

from the Indian Ocean. The Tokyo Sea Life Park aims to display a huge

variety of sea life from all over the world, in habitats created to best suit

their natural environment.

 +81 3 3869 5152  www.tokyo-

zoo.net/english/kasai/index.html

 6-2-3 Rinkai-cho, Edogawa, Tokio

 by Booking.com 

Hilton Tokyo Bay 

"In der Nähe von Tokios Disneyland"

Das kürzlich renovierte Tokyo Bay Hilton bietet auf 11 Etagen erstklassige

Unterkunft im Stil eines Urlaubshotels. Es liegt in der Nähe von Tokios

Disneyland und ist für Geschäftsreisende günstig an den Narita Airport

und den Makuhari Messekomplex angeschlossen. Die Fenster der

geräumigen Zimmer eröffnen wunderschöne Ausblicke auf die Tokyo Bay

und Disneyland.

 +81 47 355 5000  www1.hilton.com/en_US/hi/hotel/T

YOTBTW-Hilton-Tokyo-Bay/index.do

 1-8 Maihama, Urayasu

 by stanvpetersen   

Tokyo Disneyland 

"Tokios Magic Kingdom"

Mit jährlich 17 Millionen Besuchern ist Japans Ausgabe des Magic

Kingdom der populärste Themenpark der Welt und noch erfolgreicher als

das Original im kalifornischen Anaheim. Das 83 Hektar große Gelände ist

in 7 Zonen aufgeteilt (Adventureland, Westernland, Critter County,

Fantasyland, Toontown, Tomorrowland und World Bazaar). Insgesamt

locken 45 Attraktionen und garantieren viel Vergnügen. Preise:

Erwachsene JPY 5.200 (EUR 47,30); Jugendliche zw. 12-17 JPY 4.590

(EUR 41,70); Kinder zw. 4-11 JPY 3.570 (EUR 32,50) - für Tagespass. Es

stehen auch andere Tarife zur Wahl.

 +81 45 683 3333  www.tokyodisneyresort.jp/en/tdl/  1-1 Maihama, Tokyo Disney Resort,

Urayasu
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 by Okwhatev at en.wikipedia 

Tokyo DisneySea 

"An Amazing Adventureland"

In operation since 2001, The Tokyo DisneySea has become one of the

most visited attractions of Japan. The park is the second of its kind to be

opened inside the Tokyo Disney Resort and is peculiarly fascinating for

the recreated Mediterranean Harbor, New York Harbor and Arabian Coast

and fantasy attractions such as the Mysterious Island and Mermaid

Lagoon built to enthrall one and all. The gigantic Aqua Sphere water

fountain in shape of the earth at the park entrance and the volcanic Mount

Prometheus at the center are prominent attractions at this widely popular

theme park. If you are in the mood for a memorable day out, then certainly

head to the Tokyo DisneySea to spend quality time with your friends and

family.

 +81 570 00 8632  www.tokyodisneyresort.jp/tds/  1-1 Maihama, Tokyo Disney Resort,

Urayasu

 by dailyinvention   

Hasegawa Machiko Art Museum 

"Eine besondere Freude für Kinder"

Ein Besuch von Machiko Hasegawas bunter und ansprechender

Comicsammlung ist eine angenehme Erholung von Jomon-Tongefäßen.

Die Autorin von Sazaesan, einem sehr beliebten japanischen Comic,

benennt alle Charaktere nach Meeresprodukten. Außerdem ist sie für ihre

aus dem Blickwinkel der einfachen Leute verfassten Beschreibungen der

sozialen Bedingungen nach dem 2. Welkrieg bekannt. In einem

benachbarten Gebäude hat Machiko Hasegawa ein Museum eröffnet, in

dem nicht nur ihre eigenen Bilder, sondern auch ihre Sammlung von

westlichen Werken, ein Chagall eingeschlossen, ausgestellt werden. In

einem audiovisuellen Raum wird Unterhaltung für Kinder, ihren

wichtigsten Lesern, geboten.Eintritt: JPY 500 (EUR 4,50)

 +81 3 3701 8766  www.hasegawamachiko.jp/  1-30-6 Sakurashinmachi, Tokio

 by Public Domain   

Haginaka Park Swimming Pool 

"A Fun Pool!"

This pool is located in Haginaka Park. There are two kinds of pools: the

first one is an indoor pool, the second one is an outdoor pool (it is only

open during the summer). Here, you can enjoy water slides, swimming

pools and lazy-rivers. Rules and admission fees are different depending on

the season, so please make sure to check the schedule and admission

fees on the website.

 +81 3 3741 2155  haginaka.kbm.cc/index.html  3-26-46 Haginaka, Ota City, Tokio

 by User:TokyoMontana   

Suginami Animation Museum 

"Free Anime Museum"

The Suginami Animation Museum is the first museum which promotes the

culture of Japaneses anime and entertains every generation with

educational and interactive exhibits. Here you can learn a lot about anime,

such as the history of anime, the principle of animation, the process of

production, and the experience of creating brief anime. They also hold

screenings, 4 titles per a day following the schedule.

 www.sam.or.jp/home.php  3-29-5 Kamiogi, Suginami Kaikan, 3rd Floor, Tokio
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 by Madame Tatillonne   

Museum Ghibli 

"Skurriles Trickfilmmuseum"

Wenn Totoro die Besucher am Eingang begrüßt, tritt man in dieses

farbenfrohe und skurrile Museum ein und erfährt man alles über die

Studio Ghibli-Animationen. Man kann die schönen Exponate anschauen

und entdecken, wie Animationsfilme entstehen. Nachdem man sich über

den Filmprozess informiert hat, kann man die Vorführung von kurzen,

musealen Filmen verfolgen. Die Kinder werden es lieben, im

Plüschkatzenbus von Mein Nachbar Totoro zu spielen, und später kann

man den Dachgarten besuchen, um die sieben Meter hohe Statue des

Robotersoldaten von Laputa Castle in the Sky zu sehen. Man sollte das

Ghibli-Museum besuchen, um mehr über ein ikonisches Animationsstudio

zu erfahren.

 www.ghibli-museum.jp/en/  museum@ghibli.jp  1-1-83 Shimorenjaku, Mitaka

 by Public Domain CC0   

Koganei Koen (Koganei Park) 

"Cherry Bloom Boon"

Koganei Koen is most popular with locals during cherry blossom season in

March and April - there are over 1000 cherry trees in the park that bloom

dramatically and beautifully. The first cherry trees were planted in the

park in 1737, making the visit to Koganei something of a historic journey

as well. It is also a great park to bring your kids to - you can hire bikes by

the hour and cycle around its many paths. There is also an artificial turf

hill, on which adventurous kids can sledge down.

 +81 4 2835 5611  www.tokyo-park.or.jp/park/format/i

ndex050.html

 1-13-1 Sekinocho, Tokio

 by geishaboy500   

Tamarokuto Science Center 

"Interactive Science Museum"

This museum helps you deepen your understanding of science and

technology. Here you can learn about various subjects of science, such as

the human body, technology, energy, and nature. You can also enjoy a

planetarium and dome theater. At the museum shop, you can buy fossils,

science journals, and science kits. Overall, you are guaranteed to have a

good time at Tamarokuto Science Center with your family.

 +81 42 469 6100  www.tamarokuto.or.jp/  info@tamarokuto.or.jp  5-10-64 Shibakubocho, Tokio

 by stanvpetersen   

Pool WAI 

"Water Attractions Galore!"

There are five kinds of pools and three kinds of water slides at Pool WAI.

This water attraction is located in the Yomiuri Land Amusement Park.

Various kinds of concerts and entertainment shows for adults as well as

kids are held here. After swimming, you can eat some food at the food

court. This pool prohibits people who have tattoos from entering. Pool

WAI is only open during the summer.

 +81 044 966 1111  yomiuriland.com/en/pool-wai/  4015-1 Yanokuchi, Yomiuri Land, Tokio
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